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This session
• Is an introduction to the tender process
• It is a formal session
• It highlights key points from previous provider sessions, but some
content will be new to some Providers
• All information from previous sessions is on the website:

https://www3.northamptonshire.gov.uk/councilservices/adu
lt-social-care/information-and-resources-for-careproviders/Pages/training-and-workforce-development.aspx

Understanding provision and need in
Northants and what is changing

The National Journey:

• BBC Panorama 2011
• Winterbourne Concordat – programme of action 2012
• Winterbourne View – time for change 2014
• Transforming Care- next steps Jan 2015 & July 2015
• National Service model October 2015

• Building the Right Support – 2015
• Building the Right Support updated 2016 and National Service Model
• Embedding sustainable transformation

Transforming Care is..
• Avoiding hospital admissions for people who are not ill
• Community based provision and focus

• Giving people greater say and more choice
• A greater range of services that keep people well and are least
restrictive
• Early intervention services
• Revised roles and new ways of working – right skills in the right place

The Local Journey:
• Closure of the local Assessment and Treatment unit
• Increasing capacity of the IST to respond more quickly and create a 7

day week service
• Developed supported living schemes and moved people
• Added new roles – Autism, PBS, DoLs and CoP
• Established a dedicated LD NASS team
• Co-located the NASS and NHS LD teams (CTPLD and IST)
‘’The Northamptonshire Learning Disability Service’’
• Began proper integration (policies/procedures/single phone
number/point of contact)

The Local Journey:

• Extensive engagement and coproduction with people who use services
• Co-produced a Joint Health and SC draft Outcomes Framework in 2017
• Developing our Provider market and working proactively to commission

for Outcomes:
 goals that are large and small
 steps that are large and small

About Northants

• LD spend in NASS represents 45% of all Adult
Social Care Spend
• This is against 1907 customers
• Approximately 100 individuals come through in
Transition from Childrens Services every year –
80% have a learning disability

Ageing population

Distinct Service
Campus Reprovision

Distinct Count
65

Day Care

669

Direct Payments

840

Home Care

106

Nursing

11

Rehab + Respite

15

Residential
Specialist Equipment For Service Provision
Supported Living

Grand Total

347
18
449

1907

Locality

Total

Age 18-64

Age 65+

Northampton

655

588

67

Corby

168

154

14

Daventry

128

126

2

South Northants

118

105

13

East Northants

191

164

27

Wellingborough

238

219

19

Kettering

301

264

37

Other area

108

99

9

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

Average
weekly
package cost
in 18/19

Supported
Living

£7,804m

£9,369m

£13,573m

£19,323m

£1,117

Residential
Living

£22,758m

£22,196m

£22,827m

£23,182m

£1,294

Support at
home

£502,289k

£559,334k

£965,539k

£1,252m

£492

Day Opps

£2,303m

£3,420m

£2,720m

£3,168m

£188

Service type

Yr.

NCC £m

CCG £m

TOTAL £m

15/16

£67,132

£16,117

£83,294

16/17

£69,545

£19,206

£88,751

17/18

£74,750

£18,700

£93,450

18/19

£80,372

£18,750

£99,122

The local picture- historical causes of demand

Excessive - over provision against eligible need because of a deficit based
approach, risk aversion, intervention and involvement has come too late

‘’I receive the right support at the right time’’

Avoidable – the focus on who has funding responsibility instead identifying
need and supporting need well - funding of care and support should come
afterwards
‘’ I have all of my needs considered and there is a plan in place to support my
needs’’

The local picture- historical causes of demand

Preventable – needs and services must be reviewed, we must respond
quickly to changing need and understand why needs have changed
‘’I receive the right support at the right time’’

Failure – services are failing or have failed; we must have robust quality
controls and clear expectations of providers - we must encourage good
providers and remove bad providers
‘’ I know you’ve got my back’’

The local picture- historical causes of demand

Co-dependent – statutory provision is offered often above the
necessary; we build dependency often unnecessarily.

‘’I can get help from different places - sometimes ‘just enough’ is all
that is needed’’

What is it we are trying to put right?
•

There are serious quality issues in Northants:

neglect, abuse, financial fraud - poor provision is unacceptable to the individual and
costs tax payers more
•

The relationship with the market has not been dynamic or sustained:

most dialogues relate to uplift requests or poor provision, the DPS is unhelpful
•

The market has not had the opportunity to be responsive

Should be encouraged to lead good practice and innovate
Encouraging creativity, understanding and filling gaps, embedding good practice
•

Lack of 3rd Sector options for early support and supporting informal carers

We need to re-build and make a range of offers that also include support for autism
– Reduce, Prevent, Delay

The Commissioning Strategy
•

Building a robust 3rd Sector

•

Focus on Early Intervention

•

Focus on Outcomes

•

Improving the offer for short breaks

•

Establishing a strong relationship with our contracted providers

•

Giving an increase focus to skills acquirement

•

Improving standards

•

Financial planning

•

Developing new models

•

Removing barriers- NHS and Council

So what is different about this Commissioning Framework?
•

It is a 5 year Contract

•

The focus is on Outcomes not just ‘looking after people’

•

Defining a cost for complexity of need and outcomes - consistency in the market,
expectations, value for money, based on assessment and evidence

•

Personal budget allocation to plan against

•

Increasing the use of assistive technology

•

Pushing a Progression model

•

Strengths based assessments

•

Being innovative !!!!!

The Overarching Outcomes that Matter
• People get the help they need when they need it
• People have, and hold on to, relationships that have meaning to them

• People feel in control
• People have equal access to healthcare, training and occupation
• People feel safe and are supported to take risks
• People have somewhere to live they call home
• People live longer

• Carers are able to continue caring

What’s in it for you?
•

It is a 5 year Contract- allows financial planning and service development

•

Trusted Providers- working with those providers to create new services

•

Showing how you can respond and innovate

•

Monthly LD specific provider forums – learning, innovation, training, new policy

•

Awards/incentivisation programme and annual showcase event

•

Work with us- not against us - Helping come up with solutions

•

Satisfaction in terms of improving the lives of people with a learning disability

•

Improving long term outcomes including reducing premature mortality, increasing

health and well-being
•

Being supported

•

Manging poor provision out of the market and improving reputation

What’s in it for you?
•

Only the providers with a contract will be used – we will talk to contracted
providers to increase capacity and develop what is needed

•

Contractual commitment of a formal uplift dialogue annually

•

Open and honest relationship with commissioners and contract managers

•

Develop relationship with NHS provision – CCG commissioned services

•

Know that we are holding you to account

•

Know that you can hold us to account

•

Know that people with a learning disability have influenced and described what
matters to them

•

Be part of something bigger – that other areas want to emulate

Commissioning for Trusted Providers
•

A provider who knows what they are good at and knows their limitations

•

A provider who stays up to date with theory and practice

•

A provider who listens to individuals and takes action

•

A provider who asserts up to date person centred plans

•

A provider who supports individuals to progress – small steps/big steps

•

A provider who can ‘evidence’

•

A provider with managers who lead the staff team robustly and inspirationally

•

A provider who does what they say they are going to do

What else changes? Managing the ‘Outcomes Thread’
•

Frontline teams – changed assessment format

•

3 way communication on outcomes expected and sought

•

Provider to lead on determining the detail of achieving outcomes – goals, steps,
and how this will be monitored for progress

•

Personal budgets can be flexed across a period of time to achieve outcomes

•

Quality Team to monitor for Outcomes delivery alongside of the frontline team

during review cycles
•

Providers will need Outcomes tools required to plot progress of the journey

The Outcomes Thread
Monitoring of plans –
what has been achieved,
evidence of progress

Detailed outcome plan –
what and how, in steps

Strength based assessment
and identified high level
outcomes

The Commissioning Approach
Against 8 Offers :
 Supported Living

 Residential Living
 Supported Accommodation (short term)
 Living and Learning
 Forensic Support
 Short Breaks
 Supporting people at home
 Short term crisis support/intervention

The Commissioning Approach
Against all Offers :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

There will be a service specification for each Offer
Payment will be set according to need/complexity
Outcomes the focus across all activity
Providers to tell us what they are offering and produce a one page profile of
their offer (no gloss or marketing please)
All documentation will be uploaded for Tender
Open Tender
Notice has been given on all existing contracts – the new Framework will
represent all contracts for LD provision
Existing packages/customers will be aligned to the new pricing once contracts
are in place – dialogue based
Those Providers with existing packages of care and support who do not receive
a contract will be placed on a spot contract until it is appropriate to move the
customer to a contracted provision

The Commissioning Approach
•

The Quality of Care and Support our customers receive is of paramount
importance

•

We need to be assured customers are placed with the right provider and that
we have confidence in their competency

•

We need to be assured that our Providers are working with individuals to
achieve the outcomes that matter to them

•

We need to have the safeguards of appropriate contracts being in place and to

use those contracts appropriately in pursuing our responsibilities to people with
a learning disability and their families

Comfort Break

Evaluating the applications:
A commissioners plea ……

• Please don’t ‘cut and paste’ from other tenders
• Please don’t send us anything we haven’t asked for
• Be succinct and to the point
• Don’t lie – we can check at any time
• Use plain English

• Don’t assume we know about you and what you can do
• Equal opportunity- large and small organisations

Documents it is advisable you read and absorb:

• The Joint Learning Disability Strategy
• The Joint Annual Commissioning Plan for people with a

learning disability
• The Commissioning and Contract Framework and The
Allocation of personal budgets: pricing framework
• Building the Right Support (NHSE)
• All previous provider session PowerPoints - April 2019
onwards

New Framework Contract
Sarah Moreton

Information being included within the new framework
 Clarity what is meant by ‘Activities’ and the ‘funding of meals’
while on duty.
 Transport – who and how should this be paid?
 Clarity of ‘sleep night’ payment arrangements
 Registered Managers & Responsible Site/Service Managers
attendance at NCC meetings through the year
 Incentives
 Service Provider will provide adaptive and assistive equipment to

support daily living and ensure safety.

Continued:
• Substitution of a service during times of termination of
contracts
• Process and response time to Brokerage
• Confirmation if Provider decides not to tender
• Response time to inform NCC of changes to packages
• Maintaining a Habitable, Safe Home Environment
• Making Use of Local Amenities and Facilities
• Clarification of customer Holiday payments and staffing when
in residential care
• Training standards for each service ‘Offer’

Continued:
 Maintaining a Habitable and Safe Environment
 Service Management – for the workforce and it’s
development
 Quality Assurance Requirements
 Contract Sanctions for all offers
 Requirements Relating to Actions by the Regulator
 Records & Recording
 Information Sharing

Brexit
Are you ready for BREXIT?
Have you updated your Business Continuity Plan to include
the potential difficulties linked.

What have you identified as the difficulties?

Continued: Brexit
 Will this effect you Financially?
 Is it going to effect your staff team? If so, how many?
 Is it going to effect your food/medical supply chain etc. for
your customers/delivery of service?

What are you going to do next, have you
any further concerns?
Thoughts?

Any further questions?

The Procurement of Learning Disability
Services 2019
Aaron Beevis

Process Overview
Advertisement
Where can opportunities be advertised

Application
Writing your bid

Evaluation
How your submission is scored

Outcome
How you receive your outcome

Live system

Advertisement
Contracts Finder
Government website containing contract opportunities

TED Website (OJEU)
Platform in which all tenders from the public sector
which are valued above a certain financial threshold
according to EU legislation, must be published.

ProContract
The authorities E-Tendering system

Application
E-Tendering System
• Completion of questionnaires referred to as Award and Selection
• Type of questions to expect and the format?
• All application must be made via ProContract
• Cannot accept written, or e-mail applications
• You will need an account to submit a response

lgss procurement portal.co.uk

Writing the bid
• Base your bid on the Specification & Terms and Conditions,
don’t provide a generic answer, make your answer specific
to the contract, answer the question fully.
• Only include publicity material in your submission if you
have specifically been asked for this.

• If something is not clear, begin a dialogue to the Council
through the e-procurement system.
• Observe the deadlines for clarifications, don’t wait until the
last minute.

Writing the Bid
• Don’t qualify your bid (place conditions upon your
bid). These cannot be accepted.

• Use your responses to demonstrate understanding,
knowledge, experience and ability to deliver
• Describe the quality of the service that will be
delivered
• Observe any word counts that are imposed, any
responses that exceed the word count wont be
scored
• Don’t rely on previous knowledge or contracts held
by the Council

Do

Don’t

• Take time to read and understand
the instructions. Pay particular
attention to submission deadline

• Provide additional documents,
attachments and/or refer to
websites/provide links that haven’t
been requested

• Make sure you understand the
question, evaluation criteria (and any
sub-criteria) and weighting
• Make sure your answer is relevant to
the question and covers all of the
criteria

• Exceed word counts
• Copy and paste from previous bids
• Assume the evaluation panel know
your organisation

• Be concise in your response

• Repeat answers or refer to ‘see above’

• Complete all required sections and
fields

• Don’t Generalise – be specific

• Ask if you’re not sure

• Don’t use jargon and abbreviations

Evaluation
What happens after tender submission deadline?
• Tender is still “live”
Messaging portal must be used for communication

• Tender is “unsealed”
Unable to review any bids before unsealing

• Evaluation of tender responses
• Scoring matrix
Tenders evaluated using criteria to award scoring

Annex A: Scoring Definitions/Matrix

Score

0

1

2

Criteria to Award Score

Considered to be a poor response on the basis that:
It does not answer the question or is completely irrelevant
Considered to be a limited response on the basis that:
Overall it lacks sufficient detail or is perceived to be unclear, meaning
that evaluators are not confident that the criteria will be delivered to an
acceptable level
Considered to be an acceptable response on the basis that:
It addresses most of the relevant criteria
The supporting detail is clear for the most part and provides evaluators
with an understanding that the criteria it does address will be met to an
acceptable level

3

Considered to be a good response on the basis that:
It addresses all relevant criteria
The supporting detail is considered to be clear and provides evaluators
with confidence that the criteria will be delivered to a good standard 4

4

Considered to be an outstanding response on the basis that:
It addresses all relevant criteria
The supporting detail is clear and robust and provides evaluators with
the utmost confidence that all criteria will be delivered to the highest
standard

Please note, half marks are not permissible.

Tender Outcome
What happens next?
• How will I be notified?
• Letter via ProContract
• Feedback provided
• May be a standstill (Alcatel) period
• Outcome will then be published onto relevant platforms

Any Queries – Messaging Portal

Any Questions?

Wrap up questions and answers
All
Good Luck!!

Catherine.ORourke@nass.uk.net
Sarah.Moreton@nass.uk.net
Julie.lee@nass.uk.net

